The Gordon-Kim theory of interionic interactions between closed-shell ions, which has had considerable success for existing alkali halide systems, has been applied to the determination of the structure, phonon dispersion, and room-temperature dielectric properties of a proposed superlattice, RbF(NaC1)2, of alkali halides. The dielectric properties of such a hypothetical material can have an unusually strong low-frequency dependence because of the presence of Brillouin-zonefolded "infraredw-active modes. In evaluating the standard expressions for the dielectric properties, in the rigid-ion approximation, we make use of standard cubic and quartic anharmonic terms in addition to the instantaneous-phonon cubic anharmonic term, which is needed because of the lack of a center of inversion. Our procedure for numerically calculating the absorption for complex materials is described in detail. Effects of off-diagonal terms in the Green's function and of the long-range ionic Coulomb interactions are examined. In particular, an absorption peak at 30 cm-' is found to be especially sensitive to these contributions. This paper demonstrates (a) the theoretical existence of metastable phases of an alkali halide superlattice and (b) the application of anharmonic perturbation theory to determine the dielectric response in the infrared and millimeter-wave region for such complex materials. The particular structure studied is just one of many possibilities in this class of materials, which offers the opportunity for joint theoretical and experimental research to fabricate structures with properties tailored for specific applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
The infrared properties of alkali halides have been of interest as a testing ground for anharmonic theory and for technological applications, e.g., laser windows. Materials and/or devices with high sensitivity to electromagnetic radiation are important for technology. For infrared and higher frequencies specific applications can be tailored from materials with intrinsic excitations at the desired frequencies. Applications at microwave and lower frequencies become a matter of tailoring structures on a macroscopic scale. The region of transition between microwave and infrared is clearly more difficult. The purpose of these studies is (a) to explore, theoretically, the possibility of forming a superlattice of alkali halides, in particular, RbF(NaCl),, and (b) to rigorously calculate the associated dielectric\properties given such a superlattice. Superlattices of the sort reported here offer the possibility of tailoring at the microscopic level over selected distances, making such structures potentially useful for applications in this transition region. It would also be worthwhile to attempt to fabricate such materials for their use as a new testing ground for interionic potentials and perhaps to shed light on the supermodulus effect seen in intermetallic superlattices and not thoroughly understood. ' Other somewhat related exploratory types of calculations, but for simpler structures, have been performed by Hardy and c o -w o r k e r~.~~~ Both (a) and (b) depend crucially on the interionic potential. For this we use the Gordon-Kim ( G K ) theory which is an ab initio theory for the interionic potential in closed-shell systemsa4 It has been modified recently5 to allow for possible changes in ionic electron densities from those of free ions due to the presence of surrounding ions, but we base our work on the earlier theory in which one overlapped free-ion electron densities to obtain the electron density for any configuration of ions, and used the local-density approximation (LDA) including the Thomas-Fermi approximation for the kinetic energy term in the energy functional to obtain overlap interionic potentials. Within the G K theory, to a good approximation the interionic interactions are represented by two-bodycentral potentials, described by overlap and long-range interionic Coulomb terms. Numerical results for the overlap term are, of course, parametrized for the purpose of obtaining radial derivatives, but that parametrization can be done quite accurately.
The major~computat~onal effort is in the application of anharmonic perturbation theory (APT). A P T lattice dynamics has been known for a long time, but its implementation has generally been restricted to rather simple systems. In most applications on simple systems, like alkali halides, only nearest-neighbor central forces are assumed for the explicit anharmonic potential derivatives, despite the fact that ionic Coulomb interactions are present. Plausibility arguments for the neglect of Coulomb inWork of the U. S. Government Not subject to U. S. copyright teractions in anharmonic terms had been given in the literature and perhaps their importance in anharmonic terms for alkali halides is still not widely appreciated, although their importance was discussed in a recent review a r t i~l e .~ Indeed, we are aware of only three articles where Coulomb-interaction anharmonic contributions in ionic materials appear to have been rigorously taken into The crystal structures treated are also generally of such simplicity that off-diagonal elements of the Green's function are ingorable if not zero and that the standard self-energy diagrams suffice. We mention that Maradudin and ~e i n ' ' presented an argument for neglecting off-diagonal self-energy terms within perturbation theory. On the other hand, it has been pointed out t o usi1 that off-diagonal terms cannot be neglected if differences in the corresponding harmonic frequencies are small, i.e., roughly of the order of the off-diagonal selfenergy terms. Furthermore, we shall see that if there is a disparity among values of normal-mode electric polarization values then off-diagonal Green's-function elements are important even though they themselves may be small. This latter observation has also been made previously'2 in the context of phenomenological treatments. Only Cowleyi3 has treated a system (SrTi03) in which off-diagonal elements in the phonon self-energy have been numerically evaluated and in which their effect on infrared properties has been displayed. Cowley's work was also unusual in the sense that the range of neighbors considered for evaluating anharmonic coefficients was not restricted to nearest neighbors. For structures in which every atom is a center of inversion the cubic anharmonic instantaneous-phonon self-energy term1' has been found to vanish; also, perhaps suggestive of a more general theorem, Haro et al. l 4 found that it vanishes in the case of a simple potential model for Si, for which there are inversion sites, although not at the atomic positions. On the other hand, when the point group does not contain an inversion center this term clearly needs to be evaluated.
Maradudin and atov ova'^ and ~i r m a n '~ have discussed the application of group representation theory to the phonon Green's function and, in particular, have shown that off-diagonal elements vanish unless the two polarization vectors involved correspond to the same partner of the same irreducible representation of the crystal point group in the case of zone-center modes. Earlier, Wallis et a1.I7 had also examined symmetry effects in Green's functions for zone-center optical modes, but they restricted their discussion to the rocksalt structure and did not make use of group representations. Wallis et al. proved that (a) no off-diagonal elements occur, (b) due to LO-TO splitting the LO-and TO-associated r( 0 ) functions differ from one another, but only by a multiplicative constant, which is dependent on the ratio of LO and T O frequencies, and (c) the TO-mode degeneracy is not affected by anharmonicity, i.e., the H ( R ) functions for both T O modes are the same. [We denote the complex self-energy function of frequency (fi/2rr) as H ( f i ) = A ( R ) -i I ' ( f i ) . ]
Formal aspects which we shall discuss, largely in Appendixes, are (a) the derivation of the expression for the phonon self-energy matrix corresponding to zone-center modes in terms of an average over an irreducible volume element of the first Brillouin zone (IBZ) and (b) the nature of the cubic anharmonic instantaneous-phonon selfenergy expression. In the appendixes and the following section, which gives the formulas to be evaluated, we will make brief use of the fact that the system of interest to us is trigonal, with point group C3", and that its point and site-symmetry groups are identical. Section I11 contains a further development of the formulas and procedures of evaluation when two-body forces are assumed. (See Sec. IV mainly for further details of the structure which we have obtained.) Sections V and VI contain detailed checks on our numerical procedures and results for the phonon self-energies and dielectric properties. Section VII contains a summary.
REVIEW OF THEORY
Infrared properties are usually describable by the frequency-dependent complex dielectric susceptibility tensor X, (a). Following the theoretical development of Cowley,''Maradudin and ~a l l i s , ' * and vinogradov2' we write, in the rigid-ion approximation, where and where w(q,j) and e (~; q , j ) (~= 1 , 2 , . . . , n ) are the normal-mode frequency and polarization vector for a general wave vector q, z K and M , are the ionic charge and mass of the ~t h basis ion, and n is the number of basis ions. G is the one-phonon frequency-dependent Green's function given by the Dyson equation, and n ( q , j, j'; R ) is the self-energy function (in frequency units). We restrict ourselves to the quantity n,j,=lI(O,j,j';R). We will assume that in Eq. (1) q has approached zero along the trigonal ( 2 ) direction and we will consider x,, only, which gives the dielectric response to radiation incident along the trigonal axis. The main difficulty of these calculations is the evaluation of the phonon self-energy diagram of Fig. I(a) and we shall discuss its evaluation in detail. The other diagrams of importance are given in Figs. l(b) and l(c) but of these only the former, which is the instantaneous-phonon diagram, will be discussed in any detail.
A. Standard cubic anharmonic contribution
Corresponding to the diagram of Fig. l(a) , 2 ~(~~ ' ( w ) @ (~, j ; O , j~; O , j ' ) 
- 9112 where
As is known (e.g., Ref. tion between ions are taken into account there exist unambiguous q = O frequencies and polarization vectors, i.e., ones which do not depend on the limiting process, as proven in the case of a diatomic system by ~o u d o n . " These modes have polarization either parallel or perpendicular to the trigonal axis, and they have LO-mode frequencies. In Appendix B we use group theory to prove that only the modes which have polarization parallel to the trigonal axis contribute to Eq. (8). It is also demonstrated in Appendix B that in Eq. (8) the summation over the BZ can simply be replaced by a summation over the IBZ.
PAIR-POTENTIAL SIMPLIFICATIONS AND DETAILS OF PROCEDURES
Next we assume that the potential energy, @, can be written as the sum of pair potentials. We may write, for example, l,1,2) as the contribution to @,fly( 1,1,2 ) from the pair potential, 4(r), between atoms at sites 1 and 2. Following Leibfried and ~u d w i~" we obtain where x 2 l = x ( 2 ) -x ( 1 ) and Other anharmonic coefficients derived from 4 ( r ) that enter the sums in Eq. (7) are l , l , 11, @Papy( l,2,1), and @P,py ( 1, 2, 2 ) assuming atom 1 is in the cell 1 =O and atom 2 is not. Otherwise, if both atoms are in cell 1 =0, terms of the form @ipy(2, 1,1), etc., contribute to the sum as well. However, it is necessary to evaluate expression (10) only once for each ion pair since we can make use of the simple relations:22 etc., derived on the assumption of a central potential. Rather than obtaining algebraic expressions that are applicable to a specified structure and range of interactions, our general computational procedure is to search for all pairs of atoms of separation less than some maximum distance, with one atom of each pair restricted to 1 =0, and to numerically evaluate the various contributions to the sum in Eq. (7) for each pair. Furthermore, it may be advisable to make use of Fourier transforms of Similar transforms, but written expressly for central forces, were defined in Refs. 6 and 7.
The anharmonic coupling coefficients appearing in expression (5) can be written as where The sum over p goes over ion pairs. The I t , I" summations in the latter expression reduce to at most a single nonvanishing term for each p. For example the pair p = 1, say, corresponding to sites ( : ) and ($1 gives a nonvanishing contribution to q1 ) of
KK'K
The use of such Fourier transforms is economical because t h e p summation can be performed independently of the j , , j2 summations in Eq. ( 5 ) . Also, it is known that if +( r ) is chosen as the ionic Coulomb potential, the summations defining these Fourier transforms are absolutely convergent, unlike the harmonic-approximation case. Hence, a real-space sum is sufficient, although it is possible to make use of theta transformations as done in previous work.' Furthermore, if the range of the interatomic potential is not large compared to the size of the unit cell it may not be beneficial to utilize Fourier transformations. In that case it is useful to write expression (5) I",K" and where the prime on the summation sign denotes that the sum is restricted to ion pairs for which one of the sites is (i); the others are denoted (top)). In the above expressions we have also used the definition iq,X, e E(~;q,j)?-----e(~;q,j) (M,)"~ and expressions (1 1). To reduce computational time, use can be made of the fact that the j,, j, sums in Eq. ( 5 ) can be replaced by sums for which j, > j,, as can easily be
shown. This replacement depends on the fact that in the ql sum ql runs over -q as well as q; one can still make use of it when the sum is restricted to the IBZ (as in Appendix A), and one must still consider only the real part of the product following the F '~" '
factor. Finally, we note that similar arguments to those presented for cubic anharmonicity also hold true for the quartic case, which will therefore not be discussed in any detail. Suffice it to say that the quartic case is an easier computational problem, because it involves single, rather than double, summations over polarization indices [see 
IV. MATERIAL STRUCTURAL CONSTANTS AND PHONON DISPERSION CURVES
The calculations of infrared properties to be presented are based on a structure of a material which to our knowledge does not presently exist in nature but one which we have found to be metastable on the basis of the GK theory. In particular the theoretical compound which we study is RbRNaCl),. This material was chosen because the GK theory has been found to yield reasonably good thermal and structural equilibrium properties of NaCl and RbF, and because the lattice parameters of NaCl and RbF are similar which we presumed to be a favorable circumstance for stability of the combined compound. The two-to-one chemical ratio is a rather arbitrary choice, however. The structure which we anticipated was basically the rocksalt structure, i.e., planes of identical ions stacked along the 111 axis, identically to rocksalt, in the sequence N~+ -c I --N~+ -c~--R~+ -F--Na+, etc. However, this (trigonal) structure was found to be dynamically unstable. On the other hand, a metastable trigonal structure of point group, C3", with the same ionic stacking sequence as above was obtained through a fortunate choice of stacking-perhaps one of several uossible ones. This latter structure is distinguish& from the rocksalt stacking by a displacement of the F-ions from their "rocksalt" positions to the same in-plane sites as those of the adjacent Na+ layer. We found this stacking to lead to an anomalously lowlying transverse acoustic-phonon branch along the trigonal direction of propagation. The structural parameters were found through a minimization of @, with respect to the interplanar distances and basal plane lattice parameter, i.e., the above stacking sequence and intraplanar arrangement of ions was assumed fixed. The results of this evaluation are the following: The hexagonal ~n i t~c e l l lattice parameters are a =4.041 A and c = 10.223 A; the caxis components of the basis-i?n positions are 0, 2.237, 3.610, 5.428, 6.813, and 8.856 A corresponding to ~b + , C1-, ~a ' , C1-, ~a + , and F+, respectively. Through a molecular-dynamics (MD) calculation, this structure was also found to be stable with respect to a temperature of at least 100 K, and indeed an MD pressure23 was necessary to cause the structure to transform to a more stable [AQ=0.04 eV/(ion pair)] triclinic one. We also note that the structure upon which we shall base our calculations, i.e., the above dynamically stable trigonal one, has a higher energy by 0.07 eV/ion-pair than the abovementioned "rocksalt" structure (with ion positions for which the energy was a minimum). Since this "rocksalt" structure is dyiamically unstable there must exist an even lower energy structure for our compound than those considered here. Therefore, it appears that although the structure of our choice is indeed metastable it might require a great deal of ingenuity to synthesize it. On the other hand, our results suggest that a rich assortment of phases are possible within this system, especially if the relative amounts of NaCl and RbF were varied.
Phonon dispersion curves are displayed in Fig. 2 . The low-lying A direction transverse acoustic branch represents rigid-layer motion and is characteristic of the unusual structural property described in the previous paragraph. The discontinuities at the r point of the Brillouin zone are "LO-TO" splitting effects and are known to occur in ionic materials with complex structures. Arrows in the figure show two of those splittings. Away from the I-point, in the A direction, only the dotted lines represent purely transverse modes as the other lines represent partially transverse and longitudinal modes. It is also evident that substantially lower TO frequencies occur for the compound than for individual alkali halides. For a consistent comparison with the results in Fig. 2 we have used the GK theory to obtain the values, 163, 21 1, 132, and 181 cm-' for NaCl, NaF, RbC1, and RbF, respectively. These are determined at the theoretical room-temperature equilibrium volumes24 and are seen to be substantially above the mixed compound's lowest T O frequency. The former values can also be seen to be in reasonable agreement with the respective experimenta125 values of 164, 239, 116, and 156 cm-'. LO-TO splittings similarly obtained by theory are 160, 262, 89, and 145 cm-' to be compared with the experimental25 values of 100, 175, 57, and 130 cm-' for NaC1, NaF, RbCl, and RbF, respectively. The too large overall theoretical LO-T O splittings are not surprising since we use a rigid-ion model. While a detailed calculation is necessary to obtain the infrared properties one can obtain a preliminary estimate for the relative strengths of the absorption by considering the quantity M, [defined in Eq. (2) ] for the various T O zone-center modes. For T O modes in order of increasing frequency these are -1.30, 0.30, 4.27, -1.83, and 5.02 in units of lo-" esu cm. Given the fact that the two lowest-lying modes are essentially zonefolded modes it is not surprising that they have weaker absorption strengths than the remaining ones.
V. CALCULATIONAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

FOR r AND A
A. Preparation of the zone-center modes
The polarization vectors were calculated for small q with q approximately parallel to the c axis (we set q, / q =0.99 for technical reasons). A t q = O it is valid and somewhat simplifying to choose the polarization vectors to be real, as we have done in the above expressions. However, because of an arbitrariness in the overall phase factor a particular diagonalization routine will not necessarily yield real q =O polarization vectors. In our case it was necessary to multiply the polarization vectors resulting from the diagonalization by a different phase factor for each 3n-dimensional polarization vector. Small residual imaginary components are present in our results because of the above procedures. Additionally, we need to work with polarization vectors of different sets of degenerate modes that transform amongst each other identically under point-group operations. Again, this transformation property must be invoked subsequent to the diagonalization. In our case this was accomplished by rotations in the basal plane, a valid procedure because all of the degenerate modes have polarization in that plane. Finally, we made checks to ensure that our final results were reasonably independent of the particular small value of q chosen for our "zone-center" modes. We estimate that these numerical approximations lead to negligible ( 5 1 %) errors in the results for M , and the self-energies.
B. Discussion of grids in q space
We have used the Brillouin-zone sampling method for performing all summations within the IBZ. Two uniform grids of points, defined as follows, were primarily used:
where a* and c* are (hexagonal) reciprocal-lattice vectors, ni are non-negative integers, and N and M were chosen to be 6 and 2 for one grid ( A ) and 12 and 4 for the other ( B ) thus yielding approximately cubic grids consisting of 47 and 357 points in the IBZ, respectively. Contributions from IBZ boundary points were weighted appropriately. The above grids contain no points on the q, axis, in order to exclude disproportionately large effects of the anomalously low A T A phonons. We have justified the use of these grids through a few calculations with the use of very fine (9,-qy ) grids in a small region of 9,-q, space in the vicinity of the q, axis. Specifically, the anomalous branch was found to yield negligible contributions due to the small amount of q space over which the anomaly extends. Nevertheless, we also present brief results for a grid.(C) of the same fineness as grid B but for which the term, .rra */2N, in the expression for q, is absent. The difference in results between grid C and either grids A or B (for which results are generally in excellent agreement) represents an overestimate of the uncertainty in the results since the effects of the anomalous phonon branch are exaggerated by the use of grid C. self-energy, to various numerical constants that determine the accuracy of the calculations. In addition to the grid-size parameters defined previously we need to consider the sensitivity to the value of E , which is used to represent26 both the Dirac delta function and principalvalue function entering ~(~ ' ' ( f i , w ) [Eq. ( 5 ) ] , and to the value of r,,,, the maximum interionic distance for which anharmonic potential derivatives are evaluated. In addition, we shall also consider the effect on our results of the neglect of the interionic Coulomb interaction in the anharmonic coefficients. Selected results will be presented in order to illustrate the various dependencies and only T = 300 K, T O mode self-energies are considered.
I . Convergence and ionic Coulomb effects
First we consider the effect of cutting off the interatomic potential at a finite interatomic distance, r,,,. Figure  3 shows the r,,, dependencies of standard-cubicanharmonic (SCA) A at f i / 2~= 2 6 cm-' and ~= 3 . 3 3 cm-'. (The T O mode indices, j and k, are ordered according to frequency.) It appears that convergence has been achieved to within a few percent. We note that the elements of most interest to us are those for which one of the indices corresponds to the lowest frequency mode since we are primarily interested in obtaining lowfrequency absorption properties. Cutoff effects in quartic and instantaneous-phonon cubic anharmonic contributions are given in Tables I and 11 . The effects of neglecting the Coulomb interaction in SCA A are given in Fig. 4 . It should be mentioned that to within the accuracies of the tabulated values and the scales of the figures all r,,, effects in these results arise from the ionic Coulomb interactions. It is seen from these results that the r,,, effect is less in the quartic contributions than in the cubic ones, as expected since the quartic terms involve a higher radial derivative and hence are more "short-ranged" than the cubic terms. Also, the lowest frequency mode ( j = 1 ) is seen to be the one most affected by both the value of r,,, and the inclusion of the Coulomb interaction. Indeed, if the Coulomb potential is not included then the net j = 1 frequency shift is sufficient to yield an instability in the sense that the imaginary part of the susceptibility function becomes peaked at R=0.0. Obviously, there also is a corresponding large effect in r, ,( R ) .
Grid and Lorentzian-broadening effects
I t is known that there is a close connection between ( q space) grid and E dependencies. In particular, for a given Tables I and I1 and Fig. 4 . As previously discussed, we believe that the difference in results between grid A and grid C (shown in Fig. 4 ) is greater than uncertainties resulting from the use of finite grids because of the anomalously large contribution from the lowfrequency TA modes, contributing for grid C and not for grid A. Instead we believe that the grid-A-to-grid-B differences shown in Fig. 5(b) and Tables I and I1 are representative of our uncertainties.
SCA results
Complete results for SCA contributions to and r are presented for particular values of E (3.33 cm-') and r,,, FIG. 7. r,,(n), j i k . ( 1.22/2a) and for grid A (Figs. 6-9) . We expect the results for r(Cl) to be qualitatively similar to the twophonon density of states (not given), and indeed several of the peaks in E(Q) can be identified with pairs of normalmode branches upon inspecting Fig. 2 . Matrix element effects are also evident in the spectra, especially the lack of an observable peak on the scale of the figure near and somewhat above (not shown) a frequency of 800 cm-'.
In Table 111 , we give the diagonal components A:;"' eval-
FIG. 8. A:jn'(n).
FIG. 9. A:p'(n), j f k.
uated at the corresponding harmonic frequencies, and we also include values for the total A j j , which incorporate the results of Table I .
VI. RESULTS FOR SUSCEPTIBILITY
The frequency dependence of the real ixLX and imaginary (x:) parts of the lattice dielectric susceptibility is 012a (cm - ') FIG. 10. x:,(n). Dotted and broken lines correspond, respectively, to the omission, in the calculation of X, of the offdiagonal elements and of the real part of the self-energy matrix. ments in the self-energy function are possible: One is a shift of peak positions and breadths, which can arise if differences in harmonic levels are of the order of the selfenergy contributions; the other is the contribution to Eq. (1) from the terms involving the off-diagonal components of the Green's function. It is this latter polarization mixing effect which is apparent in our results. As an illustration of the origin of this effect we plot the off-diagonal Green's-function element which couples the lowest-lying mode to one of the other modes in Fig. 12 . Although the ratios of the off-diagonal to the diagonal Green's-function elements are proportional to the ratios of self-energies to phonon energies and are therefore small, it is evident from Eq. (1) that if a large disparity exists among the values of M, then a significant off-diagonal effect can arise, which has been pointed out previously through empirical data analyses. lo
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We made us of the Gordon-Kim ab initio theory (for representing the interionic potential) and anharmonic perturbation theory in order to obtain static equilibrium structural parameters and room-temperature infrared absorption properties of a hypothetical superlattice of alkali halides, particularly (NaCl),RbF. No additional uncontrolled mathematically simplifying approximations were made. This was done to demonstrate that such calculations are feasible, and because we believe that a study of superlattices of alkali halides, if they could be fabricated, would be of interest for several reasons. In particular (a) they might have some use for their dielectric properties which could be varied by varying the superlattice periodicity or the constituents, (b) they would provide an additional class of materials for testing theory such as that of Gordon and Kim, and (c) they might shed some light on the origin of the supermodulus effect seen in intermetallic superlattices. We have also given our results in great detail because they are the first such results for a superlattice of alkali halides, the first rigorous anharmonic calculations including Coulomb effects without the use of the Ewald method in the cubic anharmonic coefficients and the first anharmonic calculations for which the noncentrosymmetric structural aspect is of some importance.
To summarize our results briefly, a metastable trigonal superlattice structure was obtained although the structure which we had anticipated, based on the rocksalt stacking, was found to be unstable. The structure obtained yielded an infrared-active mode of 30 cmP'--in the far-infrared to submillimeter region-perhaps somewhat lower than could have been expected from zone folding alone because of the unusual structural property of our material, as described in Sec. IV. This mode also contributed significantly to the susceptibility, contrary to the result for a higher-frequency Brillouin-zone-folded mode which gave a much smaller contribution to the susceptibility. In addition, strong peaks in the susceptibility associated with ordinary alkali-halide absorption are apparent in our results. where D is a block-diagonal 3n-dimensional representation of the point group and is defined by the expressions Finally, using the definition of @(ql, jl;q2, j,;q3, j3 ) and combining the above two expressions we may write Expressing the mode indices in terms of those corresponding to irreducible representations we replace j by ( t , n , y ) where t and y denote the basis partner and the irreducible representation, respectively, and n denotes the order of the appearance of that representation, say, according to frequency. Thus, we rewrite the above expression as where the Zip( R ) matrices form the yth irreducible representation, and where it is presumed that the polarization vectors are chosen such that those corresponding to different values of n but the same y yield identical contributions to D.
The latter is a necessary consideration because in practice those equivalent contributions to Q could be related by a similarity transformation. Employing the orthogonality theorem for irreducible representation matrices2* we finally obtain where g is the order of the point group, e.g., 6 in our case and d, is the dimensionality of the pth irreducible representation. The implications of this result are that degeneracies are not broken by anharmonic effects, expressed by the S,, dependence, and that one may perform the q, summation of the original expression for d3" over the IBZ, provided that the results are averaged over appropriate degenerate modes or pairs of degenerate modes in the case of diagonal and off-diagonal components, respectively. Furthermore, we wish to stress that the essential feature of this proof was that the zone-center polarization vectors transformed as partner basis functions of the irreducible representations of the point group. In the case of the rocksalt structure for example the optical zone-center modes transform as partners of a threedimensional irreducible representation of the cubic point group despite the fact that the triple degeneracy of the modes is broken by the macroscopic electric field. Hence, with some care it is possible to restrict the q sum to the IBZ in that case as well.
APPENDIX B: APPLICATION OF GROUP THEORY TO THE INSTANTANEOUS PHONON CUBIC ANHARMONIC CONTRIBUTION
We consider the effects of the C3, point-group symmetry on expression 8. We replace q2 by A ( R ) q 2 and rewrite the q2 summation as xi2 z R , where the prime denotes a sum over twice the IBZ.~' Using the fact that w(Aq,j)=w(q,j) we next carry out the R summation over relevant terms in Eq. (8). In particular, we need to evaluate 1', I" Using the unitarity of A ( R ) and the transformation properties, e(K;A(R )q, j ) = A ( R ) e (~; q , j) and where lattice sites L ' and L" are defined as in Appendix A, one can show that l', l1 ' The quantity A,.,(R -l)e,(~;O, j, can be written in terms of the irreducible representations of the point group only if we define the internal-line zone-center modes in Fig. l(b) to correspond to polarization vectors that are basis vectors of the irreducible representations of the point group. Making that definition, which indeed is justifiable from the discussion in the text we obtain
We consider the six point-group operations of C,, and three irreducible representations.28929 The only nonzero contribution to the R summation is seen to arise from the identity representation, which corresponds to modes with trigonal axis polarization. For j, corresponding to any one of these LO (see text) modes we obtain Thus which signifies that Eq. (8) may be evaluated by restricting the q2 summation to the IBZ and the jl summation to LO modes for q-0 along the trigonal axis. That j l corresponds to the identity representation can be used to prove the fact that j and j' must, for nonzero II,,,, correspond to the same row of the same irreducible representation: On the other hand we could have used this more generally derived fact15 to obtain that jl corresponds to the identity representation.
In our numerical evaluation we simply employed Eqs.
(8) and (9) except for the fact that the q 2 sum was performed over the IBZ. [Of course, in Eq. (9) , N is essentially the number of points in the grid-appropriate fractional weighing is given for points on the boundary of the IBZ.] Hence, no further possible reduction of Eq. (8) will be discussed. We caution that in the numerical evaluation of Eq. (8) it is important to insure that the polarization vectors of modes corresponding to the same irreducible representation, but to different frequencies, yield identical portions of the Q matrix.
